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	Financial Accounting helps students “nail” the accounting cycle up front in order to increase success and retention later on. The concepts and mechanics students learn in the critical ‘accounting cycle’ chapters are used consistently and repetitively—and with clear-cut details and explanations—throughout the remainder of the text, minimizing confusion.


	 


	A solid enhancement to already solid fundamentals, the eighth edition now features new co-author Bill Thomas of Baylor University who brings his expertise on auditing, ethics, and internal controls to key sections of the book. 
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PHP 6/MySQL Programming for the Absolute BeginnerCourse Technology PTR, 2008
If you are new to programming with PHP 6 and MySQL and are looking for a solid introduction, this is the book for you. Developed by computer science instructors, books in the for the absolute beginner™ series teach the principles of programming through simple game creation. You will acquire the skills that you need for more practical...
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Cisco Unity FundamentalsCisco Press, 2004
A comprehensive introduction to deploying, configuring, and  maintaining Cisco Unity

	
    Discover the various Cisco Unity integration and deployment  solutions, as well as the environmental differences between PBX and IP  telephony-based telephone systems
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The Investigation of Organic Reactions and Their MechanismsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007

	A range of alternative mechanisms can usually be postulated for most organic chemical reactions, and identification of the most likely requires detailed investigation. Investigation of Organic Reactions and their Mechanisms will serve as a guide for the trained chemist who needs to characterise an organic chemical reaction and investigate its...
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Microsoft Windows 7: Illustrated CompleteCourse Technology PTR, 2010


	Tips and troubleshooting

	advice, right where you need

	it–next to the step itself.

	Welcome to Microsoft Windows 7—Illustrated

	Complete. If this is your first experience with

	the Illustrated series, you’ll see that this book

	has a unique design: each skill is presented on

	two facing pages, with steps...
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The Cognitive Dynamics of Computer ScienceJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
A groundbreaking, unifying theory of computer science for low-cost, high-quality software
    

    The Cognitive Dynamics of Computer Science represents the culmination of more than thirty years of the author's hands-on experience in software development, which has resulted in a remarkable and sensible...
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Information Retrieval Technology: 6th Asia Information Retrieval Societies ConferenceSpringer, 2011

	The Asia Information Retrieval Societies Conference (AIRS) 2010 was the sixth conference in the AIRS series, aiming to bring together international researchers and developers to exchange new ideas and the latest results in information retrieval.


	The scope of the conference encompassed the theory and practice of all aspects of...
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